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ABSTRACT

The tunability of the laser diode's operative wavelength is very attractive to realize active interferometer. We review

here, a system that possesses this important capability, by virtue of its built-in electrical feedback loop. After describing

the basic principles of its phase-control and feedback-signal generation, some selected examples of its implementation,

such as displacement-, profile- and distance-measurements, as well as disturbance elimination are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the mid nineteen-eighty'sJlhen the science of laser diode (LD) interferometry llas in its infancy, researchers llere

forced to rely on cumbersome, lol、-efficiency gas lasers as lighトsources. Fi魚een years of evolution have produced

苧mall, hghtweighL higl巾'efficient apparatus, whose laser-diode uavelengths cチn be fine-tuned, and whose
interference-signal phase is modulated・ through simple adjustments of the injection-currentト　The wavelength

tunabilitv allolvs us to combine interferometer with an electronic circuit and to consはnet an active interferometers; -

something mat would be impossible to construct by use of the conventional gas lasers. Of all the LD interferometers

currently available, one of the most important is the feedback (FB) type of interferometer山at uses electrical FB

technique. In such interferometers, the FB control is used for measurement itself and /or elimination of the external

disti止bances′.

2. PRINCIPLE OF PHASE-CONTROL IN LD INTERFEROMETERS

The block diagram in Fig. 1 presents a typical FB LD interferometer equipped with electronic system. The LD acts as

the common and key device, in both systems. The LD's injection current, which is produced by the LD modulator (LM).

consists of dc bias current In. modulation current Aim(t), and control current Aic(t). The central wavelength Ao is

determined by Iq. The laser beam radiating from the LD is fed into the interferometric optical system (OPT), Which. in

turn, generates the interference signal that transmits data regarding the object's displacement, vibration, and physical

profile. A photodetector (PDT) generates an electrical interference signal. We commonly use a photodiode (PD) or a

CCD image sensor as the PDT. PDs detect even the slightest temporal displacement or vibration, while CCD image

sensors provide one- or two-dimensional profiles. The FB signal generator (FBSG) extracts the FB signal. which

contains information rela血g to phase deviation, from the interference signal detected by the PDT. The feedback

チontroller (柑C) generates the control current, in order to compensate for phase deviation. The spatio-temporal
interference signal is represented by

S(I,x,y)=Sl +SO cosα(t,x,y),

α(t,x,y)=αo+αl(t)+α,(x,y),

where
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00-2tiLo/Ao is the initial phase.

αl(t)=
27id(t)

九o

is the temporally varying phase, and

α,(x.y)=
2tiH(x. y)

(3)

(ヰ)

is the spatially varying one, respectively. Si and So refer to the dc component and the amplitude of the ac component

respectively. Lo? d(t). and H(x. y). represent the initial optical path difference (OPD). as well as momentary clnnges in

the OPD, and the surface profile.

As wavelength of the LD linearly varies with the injection current, wavelength fluctuation is given by

A^t)=βAi(t),　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5)

where we refer to, as proportional constant β as the modulation efficiency. If we increase Xo by △*d(t)-β△id(t): for d(t)

and by Avx> y)-βAip(t), for H(x, y), Eq. (2) is rewritten as:

α +k,(t)-△α (t)]+k(x・y)-Aα蝣(x,y)J,

・α (0-豊。Aid(t).

血,(x,y)-晋βAip(x,}り・

lvhe re

and

(6)

(7)

(8)

This would indicate血t山e LD interferometer's phase could be controlled, through slight adjustments of the injection

current In the FB interferometer, We usually set the second or third term in Eq. (6) to zero. Aid(t) or血p(x・ y) is

automatically determined by the FB control. (See schematic. Fig. 2.) When the phase deviates斤om its normal state. It IS

immediately compensated for, by the FB control. We refer to the location of od(t) or α,(x, y) as the ''operating point".

which decides the type of the FB control. When the operating point lies in the (A) region, a negative feedback is

Fig. 1 Feedback type of laser diode interferometer. Fig. 2　Schemadc of the kedback control.
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achieved. Whereas its location in the (B) region would result in positive feedback. If the operating point is in the (B)

region, it moves to the region (A) so as to stabilize the FB loop itself, and the feedback loop is settled.

3. GENERATION OF THE FB SIGNAL

In the FB interferometer, it is very important to generate the FB signal which contains the pliase we Want to control.

There are血ee main types of interferometiy that are classified according to modulation signal. Figure 3 shows their

wave forms and corresponding interference signals. When the modulating signal Aim(t) is injected into the LD? the

wavelength changes by AAm(t)=βA n(t). Thus, the initial phase ao varies as

271L f

九0 -βAim(t)
=αo+△α ,(t).

・αm -票Ai-(t).

where

(9)

(10)

Inphase-shiftinginterferometry-.themodula血gsignalfluctuatesbydegrees,asshowninFig.3(a).Theinterference

signalismengivenby

s(い?y)-S,+S。cos[(i-1)冗!2+αd(t)+ap(x,y)J,(ll)

wherei=l-4.Astheinterferencefringeisstationaryateachstep,wecangenerateanFBsignal

Fi(t)=Si+Socos【(i-1)rc/2+cx(t)+α(*O,yo)】(12)

usingthePDandapinhole.where(xo.yo)denotes山efixedpointobservedbythePD.TheFBsignalFi(t).hol、ever.

containsdccomponentSト

Aspadalfilteringdetector(SFD)canbeusedinsteadofthePD.TllisdevisehasaperiodicarrayofPDswithmutual

connections.Theoutputsignalisproportionaltothefringeshift.ActivephaseshiftingLDinterferometerequippedwith

theSFDhasbeenproposedlO'''.

Heterodyneinterferometers'modulationsignalsaretriangular・(Fig.3(b)).Wlientheinclinationofaslopeisy,the

interferencesignaldetectedbythePDisgivenby

S(t?x?y) =S, +S。 cos[27cft+α(t)+α(xo.>・(,)]、

S i+Socosα

==

Si+Sosmα

Modulation

signal

I nterference

signal

Si-Sosmα

-ttttt-

Sl-Socosα

「　　　　　　　;

l

ffl」

(13)

、/＼ノ　J

-一肌
Fig. 3 Interferometries classified by the modulation signal: (a) pilase shifting LD interferometry.仲)

heterodyne LD interferometiy. and (c) sinusoidal phase modulating LD interferometry.
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where

∫-君Lo・ (14)

Interference signal becomes discontinuous and sinusoidal in nature. llith a signal Whose frequency is constant. As the

interference signal is not stationary, we sample and hold it at the constant phase of the modulation signal, and convert it

to a continuous one . using tlie low-pass filter (LPF). We then obtain

F2(t)-Si +Socosα(I)

as the FB signal.

When We use sinusoidal signal

Aim(t) = acos(coct+e)

(15)

(16)

as the modulating signal (Fig. 3(c)), we can obtain sinusoidal phase modulating (SPM) signal

S(t,x,y) =Sl +S。 cos[zcos((oct+e)+a(t,x,y)J

=S, +S。cosα(t.x,y)[j。(z)-2J:(z)cos2((oct+e)+-], (17)

-S。 sina(t. x?y)[2Jl (z)-2J3(z)cos3(coct+0)+-】

where J,,(z) is the n-th order Bessel function and

z-票　　　　　　　(18)
is the modulation depth. While the frequency of the SPM interference signal is not constant it does contain higher

modulating一缶equency components, and can accommodate higlトspeed phase modulation.

So, of the two methods proposed for generating the FB signal in SPM interferometry, the first uses synchronous

detection . and is applicable when a PD is used as the PDT; multiplying S(ら x. y) by Aim(t) and passing it through the

LPF, we obtain the signal

F3(t)=Assin α(I) (19)

慧ocia

esa霊withthefrequencycomponentofcot

ntage。ftheCCDimagesens。r'sabwhereAs^KSoaJiCz)andKisthegainoftheLPF.Thesecondmethod

ilityt。detectinterferencesignalsl-;wesynchronizetheCCDimage-

sensorwithmodulationcurrentAim(t).WhensignalS(t.x.y)isintegratedduringaquarter-periodofAim(O.Weobtain

fourimages

KT/4).
p.(x.y)=
^'V""J(T/4Xi-IS(ux.y)dt,(20)

whereT=2tc/帆.Calcula血gEq.(20),andeitheraddingorsubtractingforeachpixel,weeasilyobtain

Ps(x,y)=Pi+P2-Ps-P4 =Assinα(x,y),

Pc(x.y)=Pi -P:+P3-P4 =Accosα(x.y)-

and

(21)

(22)
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where As and A<; are the hnotions ofz and 6. They are given by

OO

A -(8/冗)∑[An_ (z)/(2n-1)](-1)n sin[(2n-1)e]?　(23)
n=l

Ac - (8/tc)主l/2n (z)′2nJ-(-1)n]sin(2ne).　(24)
n=1

Signals Ps(x. y) and Pc(x, y) are then obtained from the CCD image sensor. The signals shown in Eqs. (12), (15), (19),

(2 1). and (22) are easily applicable to the FB controls.

4. IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE FB CONTROL

4.1 FB CONTROL FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF OPD'S CHANGE

To simpli年the e>iplanation, we assume A叫(x, y) to equal zero. With d(t) represen血g external dist血bance. (xd(t) is
targeted for elimination. Controlヾurrent Aid(t) is automatically generated by the FBC and injected into the LD. Thus,

the deviated phase od(t) is compensated and the second term in Eq. (6) is canceled. In山is FB control, the FB signals

shown in Eqs. (12)? (15), or (19) are used. A proportional (P) control is usually sufficient to eliminate external

disturbance. If we consider d(t) as a vibration of the object, we can measure it by observing the control current. Since

the second term in Eq. (6) becomes zero when full compensation is achieved, we can derive

d(t)-矩(t)
from Eqs. (3) and (7).

(25)

4.2 FB control for tlle measuerment of sure face profile

The implementation of FB control at each observation point allows us to accurately measure surface profile. FB signals

similar to those in Eq. (21) or (22) tare usually used: H(x. y) varies according to the results of surface-scans of the

object corresponding phase op(x. y) changes (Eq. (4)). When FB control completely compensates for these phase-

changes, the third term in Eq. (6) becomes zero. Thus, the profile H(x, y) is given by
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Fig. 4　Setup for the displacement measurement.　　Fig. 5　Results of the sinusoidal-displacement measurement.
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from Eqs. (4) and (8). The control current required in the compensation represents the surface profile. This is ll'hat We

refer to as the "phase-locked" technique . Here, tlie feedback control requires a proportional-integral (PI) control, so

that phase deviations will be compensated with no offset errors.

5. SOME EXAMPLES OF THE MEASUREMENTS WITH THE FB CONTROL

5.1 DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT

Displacement measurement using FB LD interferometers was first reported more than fifteen years ago. The

interference signals were fed into山e LD and measured the sinusoidal vibration whose amplitude was 4 |j.m. Another

displacement measurement is shown in Fig. 4. This one uses an optical fiber to measure the vibration of objects that

cannot be moved onto the optical bench. The light丘om the LD is collimated with lens LI and passed山rough an optical

isolator, a beam-splitter (BS), and an optical fiber. The portion of the beam passing through the fiber is reflected back

from the exit face, and is used as a reference beam. The output beam from the fiber is collimated with a micro lens

(ML). It irradiates the object mirror (M). Therefore, a Fizeau interferometer is constructed in山is optical system. The

signal S(t) is fed in sequence to the LD. first,山rough a FB system and山en. the LM to compensate for the phase-

change caused by the vibration d(t) of the object. We used sinusoidal current for the modulation. We then have the FB

signal of F3(t)=Assina(t). The LD's llavelength入O. the modulation efficiency β. the OPD Lo. and the modulation

frequency　2nl叫were 670 nm, 4.0×10　nm/mA. 2D0-200mm, and lOkHz. respectivel、・. The frequency response of

the FB control mainly depends on山e cut-off frequency of the LPF. It was no higher than 斗OO H. The M was driven by

PZT having a sinusoidal signal of 100 Hz. Vibradon amplitudes, which incidentally agree quite well with a theoretical

solid line, were measured using the P- and Pi-controls (Fig. 5). Both control systems proved to be accurate within 40

nm rms. From the FB loop's calculated gain, we were able to confirm the relationship between amplitude d(t) and the

FB signal, to be d 【nm】-217.3×F3 [VJ. Maximum,

Fig. 6　Self-mixing type ofLD interferometer.

Fig. 7　Schematic of the FB signal generation by use of

the sampling technique.

measurable amplitude equaled 1440 nm? in山e P-
control. but extended t0 2000 nm m山e Pi-control.
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The FB control reduces phase-variation caused by d(t) to 1/23. PIlase deviation resulting from external disturbance is

suppressed to山e same degree.

Another example of the displacement system is shown in Fig. 6. This one uses the self-mixing interferometer as an

optica一 system. Since也is setup does not require a beam-splitter, reference mirror, and external PD, the optical system is

very simple, compared 、、,itli conventional interferometers. For displacement measurement. the signal shown in Eq. ( 15)

is used as the FB signal. This signal is generated, as shown in Fig. 7. The interference signal S(t) is sampled and held at

the specific phase of the modulating current. The step-shaped signal Sh(t) is fed into the LPF so as to generate the FB

signal shown in Eq. (15). Measurement results are shown in Fig. 8. The upper trace pinpoints the PZT drive signal,

while the lower one gives the displacement, as measured in real time. Parameters used in this measurement were

A0-785 nm. β-2.0×10"3 nm/mA, L。=400 mm, and 2nl叫-1 kHz. The formula shown in Eq. (25) was applied to仙s
measurement.

5.2 SURFACE PROFILE MEASUREMENT

FB controls can be easily adapted for use in measuring surface profiles. Here, the phase-locked technique is particularly

useful. Figure 9 shows an example of the phase-locked laser diode (PLLD) interferometer. We injected SPM current

Im(t) into the LD. As it uses a one-dimensional CCD image sensor. we considered only the x-direction. Wllen we scan

the measuring point- on the surface of the object, the phase αj(x) varies according to the surface profile. We scanned 50

pixels, at intervals of 4 ms. If the FB control is achieved, such山at the deviated phase is compensated, the surface

profile H(x) is given by Eq. (26). Figure 10 shows the surface of the diamond-turned aluminum disk to vary by as much

as 100 nm. We used signal Ps(x) shown in Eq. (21) as the FB signal. Parameters in this measurement were入o=789 nm.

β-6.0×10'3 nm/mA, L。-100 mm, and liil叫=10 kHz,

respectively. Roughness and cutting pitch agreed ll,ell

with the result measured with a Talystep profiler.

Measurement repeatability was less than 10 nm. At the

same time. We observed the FB signal, which is shown

in Fig. 1 1. It indicates山at phase-I∝king is achieved in

such a ヽvay that山e FB signal is essentially zero, d∬ing

Object the 4 ms scan.

Mask

CCD image sensor

Fig. 9　Phase-locked laser diode interferometer.
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PLLD interferometersl susceptibility to external

disturbance stems from the fact that their FB controls

are more suited to the implementation of phase locking.

Another idea to eliminate the disturbance is the

incorporation of differential detection. A block

diagram of the FBC in such system is shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. ll Temporal change of the feedback signal in
PLLD interferometer.
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While山e experimental setup is the same as that shown in Fig. 9. control currents Ic(t,p) and Ic(t,x) are alternately

injected into the LD. The compensating signal is held in the integrators (INTs) in PIl and PI2, even if the SW is

switched over. Ic(tp) and Ic(t,x) are obtained, as fixed, and scanned measureillent points, respectively. Feeding Ic(t.p)

and Ic(tv¥) into a differential amplifier whose gain is LoβAo. surface profile H(x) is obtained in real time. The

expe空ent was implemented under the condition of入0-790nm, β-6.0×10- mi血A, L0-100 mm, 'wd 2鴫-7 kHz.
respectively. Measurement results are shown in Fig. 13. The repeatabilitヽ蝣of 5 nm was confirmed.斤om seヽ'era!

measi汀ements.

5.3 DISTANCE MEASUREMENT

PLLD interferometry can also be applied to distance-measurement. One example is shown in Fig. 14. Because we

used a one-dmensional CCD image-sensor in this setup, the phase depends on the x-coordinate. We first prepare four

quadratic signals Pc(x). Ps(x). -Pc(x) and -Ps(x), as shown in Fig. 15. When the 、、,'avelength of the LD is controlled, such

that Pc(x)=O? the phase is l∝ked at αi. If the FB signals are successively changed from (a) to (e) by use of phase-locked

technique, as shoヽヽTi in Fig. 15. the phase is finally locked at αコThus, the phase accurately increases by 2rC and we

arrive at

α (x)=2tiLo(x)/Xl ,

a2(x)-27iLo(x)/ち.

and

(27)

(28)

lvhere Xk-Xo-βAik. As the difference between α (x) and α2(x) is 2rc. the OPD is given by

Lo(x)=九i M九l一九三)

=v/β(i一一i二　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(29)

That is to say. we can implement soぺrailed two-wavelength interferometry. With just one LD.
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Computer

Fig. 14　Wavelength multiplexed LD
interferometer for distance measurement.

We measured step-height, in one dimension, using a -2

mm gauge block positioned at a distance of -40 mm.

Parameters used in this experiment were Ao=780 nm.

β-6.8×10'3 nm/mA, L。-80 mm, and 2ti/帆-2 kHz. In Fig.

16, circles indicate measured values. These are

interpolated ¥vi山a solid line. Distance was measured

along the x-axis. in discrete 14-mm increments. The

measurement error along the x-axis was estimated to be

0.16 mm rms.

Since the current range providing the linear ll avelength is

restricted to -10 mA, tlie minimum Lo becomes -8.95 mni

theoretically斤om Eq. (29). In the SPM interferometry.

holvever. lve need a longer OPD, to realize the

appropriate modulation depth of z=2.45. with a small

modulation current that does not induce the intensity
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Fig. 15　Schematic of the phase-shifting vvitll

the feedback control.

Fig. 16　Measured step-height of the gauge block
whose thickness was -2 mm.

modulation. Therefore, the minimum range of the OPD

is actually 80 mm. in this type of LD interferometer. On the other hand. the maximum range depends on the device s

ability to detect iri2. If we assume it measures 0.01 mA、 the maximum range of the OPD becomes 8.95 m. This value.

however, is restricted by the coherence of the LD used.

6. ELIMINATION OF THE EXTERNAL DISTURBANCE WITH THE FB CONTROL
6.1 DISTURBANCE-FREE PSI

The phase of the interference signal can be locked at specific values二a feature that is extremely useful in phase-shifting

LD interferometers. The setup18肝ig. 17) consists of three parts. In a typical photothermal modulating system. the
source laser diode (LDl) is injected only with dc bias cu汀ent. The sinusoidal intensity-modulated laser beam emitted

from LD2 is fed into LDl山rough the exit pupil and heats the laser chip in LDl. While the wavelength of LDl is

modulated via this temperature change, its output power displays little fluctuation. This is referred to as photothermal

modulation. In the feedback control system, mirror M vibrates according to the sinusoidal signal. The interference

signal is detected by the PD. Four quadratic signals for the phase shift are generated with the synchronous detection血t

lias been shown in Eq. (19). The phase of the interference signal is then shifted as shown in Fig. 15. Accurate phase

shi允 and disturbance elimination were achieved bv the FB control. In the斤inge analyzing system, the OPD was equal
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to that in the FB control system. Surface profiles of a diamond-turned aluminum disk whose roughness is -lOnm are

shown in Fig. 18. The experimental conditions were九一-670 nm.九^=785 nm. β-1.87×1(T nm/mAr L。=60 n叫and

27d叫-1 kHz. respectively. The error in the phase-shift 、、,as estimated to be 5.2×10　rad, in this experiment.

Similar PSI has been proposed using SFD. Tl-e surface pro丘Ie of a spherical mirror of 130 mm diameter was

measured on a 、vooden table. The parameters in the experiment were九-689.8 nm? (5-4.65×10- nm/mA, Lq-234 min

respectively. The result agreed well With that obtained on an optical bench. External distu油ance was suppressed to
1/30.

A Fizeau type PSI equipped with an electrical FB loop has been proposed. It uses orthogonally, and linearly polarized

tvvo-frequency light beams. The FB signal is given by the phase difference between two beat signals. The parameters in

the experiments were A,=633 nm. β=5.76×10　nm/mA. and Lo=172 mm, respectively. The frequency applied to an

acoust0-optic cell was 1 MHz. It was concluded血t the system has a repeatability of -A/60 rms under unstable
environmental conditions.

6.2DISTURBANCE-FREEBUCKETMETHODUSINGANFBCONTROL

ThePSIrequiresfourfringeimagesthathaveaphasedifferenceofn/2betweenthem.So.itisnoeasytasktoapply,at

exactlytherightphaseontheinterferenceimages.Incontrast,theintegrating-bucketmethodisconvenient・becauseit

merelyrequirestheinidalphaseofthemodulationcurrentandthemodulationdepththatdependsontheamplitudeof

themodulationcurrent.Parameteradjustmentsareratherstraightforward,comparedwiththoserequiredinPSI.The

slow(30Hz)frame-rateresultsinaslowmodulatingcurrent.T山sleadstothepoorresponseintheFBcontrolbecause

theFBsignal

enablesust。i霊generatedwiththesynchron

pr。vetheresponse。ftheFB霊Iectionbyusingthemodulatingsignal.ThesetupshowninFig.19

I21bymeans。ftheCCDcamera'selectronicshutter22.
Figure20illustrateshigh-speedmodulatingsignalgeneration.One-quarterperiodofaconventionalmodulationsignal

isequaltoaframerateofTf-l/30s.Itmeansthatthe丘equencyofthemodulationsignalisrestrictedto7.5Hz(Fig・

20(a))becausethebucketmethodrequiresfourimages,asshowninEqs.(21)and(22).Ontheotherhand,iftheshutter
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functionisactivated(Fig.20(b)).thequarterperiodofthe

modulationsignalisequaltotheshutterspeedTs.Thus,

modulationfrequencyfmisgivenby

fm-去¥4・round

4Tfl賠+1ア1(30)

whereround[]roundsofftheargument.

Wesetshutterspeedandmodulationfrequencyto106us

and2361Hz,respectively.Modulation斤equencywas

calculatedbyEq.(30).Thesurfaceprofilesofthe

diamond-turnedaluminumdiskareshowninFig.21.

Theseweremeasuredona5-mm-thickironplateplaced

onawoodendesk.Thewavelengthusedinthis

e叩erimentwas九=685nm.Thesecondmeasurement

showninFig.21(b)wasobtained10nuna且erthefirst

measurementshowninFig.21(a).Cuttingpitchand

roughnessagreedverywellwithmeasurementsobtained

withaTalystepinstrument.Repeatabili吋wasestimatedas

4.2nmrmsforthesemeasurements.

Tmo/4=l/30 Isecj

(a)

HmO

Fig. 20　Schematic of (a) a conventional; modulating

signal and (b) a high-speed modulating signal.
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Fig. 19　Disturbance-free high-speed SPM LD
interferometer.

(b)

Fig. 21 3-D surface profile ofa diamond-turned

aluminum disk. Profile (b) was measured 10 mm

a免er the first measurement shown in (a).



7. CONCLUSIONS

The principles as well as instances of feedback LD interferometry 、vere summarized. The Wavelength tunability of the

LD enables us to achieve a so-called 'ac山′e'interferometer with a simple electrical circuit. This device uses the phase-

locked technique, which is capable of controlling the phase, in such a way as to maintain a constant value. We first

explained how to generate the FB signal for three different interferometers. Next, several examples were described for

classified targets, such as displacement, surface profile, distance, and disturbance elimination. The most significant

results described in this paper are; (a) that the measurable amplitude of the 、 ibrabon was 2000 run; (b) that the surface

profile of a diamond turned aluminum disk whose roughness was -100 mn was measured with the phase-locked

technique under the repeatability of 10 nm; (c)出at the gauge block's step-height (-2 mm) was accurately measured to

with a measurement error of 0.16 mm nns; (d) that the surface profile of a diamond turned aluminum disk, whose

roughiless was -40 nm, ¥¥,as measured with a repeatabilitl, of 4.2 nm rms on wooden desk.
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